Mistaken as vacant since 1975

Vernon violates city code

by Paul Dunec

...and now, a veritable estate from
the City of Vernon Building Department by the addition of
1600 N. Main St., which has been
...

I don't know how long it would have been

...nothing else.

...but the city will proceed with
agreement.

...Vernon building was...
Future of the Ridgeway building...

...full-court gymnasium a possibility

by Ed Carter

Future of the Ridgeway building has been thrown into uncertainty as a result of the drop in student enrollment. A full-court gymnasium may be a possibility.

The idea was suggested by the former headmaster of the school, Dr. Johnson. He felt that a full-court gymnasium would be a great addition to the school. He also felt that it would help bring in more students. The idea was not met with much enthusiasm by the students. Some students felt that it would be a waste of money, while others felt that it would be a great addition to the school.

Activities switch urged by SGA

by Ed Carter

The Student Government Association (SGA) has been working on a proposal to switch activities. The proposal is to switch from sports to non-sports activities. The SGA believes that this will help bring more students to the school.

Open meeting proposal stalls in committee

by Glen Carter

The proposal to have open meetings has been put on hold. The committee decided that it was not a good idea to have open meetings. They felt that it would be too disruptive to have people speaking up at meetings.

The proposed building would be a full-court gymnasium, but no decision has been made yet. The students are divided on the issue, with some wanting a gymnasium and others wanting more activities.

The committee has decided to put the proposal on hold until more information is available. They will meet again in a few weeks to discuss the issue further.
SGA urges representation on Building Committee

by Rosemary Botti

The Student Government Association is urging representation on the Building Committee to ensure the interests of students are considered.

The resolution, introduced by SGA President John Smith and supported by the Executive Board, was adopted unanimously. The resolution states, "The Building Committee should include student representation to ensure that the needs and wants of students are considered in the planning and construction of new buildings."
Suffolk debaters finish second in Southern Connecticut tournament

by John Walker

The Suffolk Debating Team won first place in the tournament in March and then second in the tournament in April. The team competed against other colleges in the region and won first and second places overall. The debaters discussed various topics, including social issues and political matters, and presented their arguments in a lively and engaging manner.

Instructional Materials Center gets new director

by Donna Laverna

In a move to enhance the quality of instruction and learning, the Suffolk College Board of Trustees appointed Bruce T. McManus as the new director of the Instructional Materials Center. The center provides resources and materials to support the educational goals of the college.

Better Than Ever!

SPRINGFEST '79

TALENT CONTEST

May 4, 7:30
S.U. Auditorium
Auditions: April 10, 11 and 12.
All performers welcome: singing, instrumentalists, poetry reading, magic, comedy, dancing, etc.
Prizes: First $200; Second, $100; Third $50.
The audience selects the winners.

PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST

Theme: Open
Black and White or color prints.
Picture should not exceed 11"x19" including the required mounting.
Prizes: First, $100; Second, $50.
Winners selected by judges.
Entries due on April 13, 1976.

ART CONTEST

Theme: Open
Media: Open
Size: Not to exceed 24"x24"
Prizes: First, $100; Second, $50.
Winners selected by judges.
Entries due on April 13, 1976.

BAKING CONTEST

Two categories.
—Something sweet (cakes, pies, pastries, etc.):
—Something savory (appetizers, hors d'oeuvres, etc.)
Prizes in each category: First, dinner for two at your favorite restaurant; Second, $25.
Applications due on April 13. Entries due on May 4, 6:30 in the Cafeteria.
All contests open to students, faculty and staff.
Further information and applications for all contests: Student Activities Office, Ext. 305, and Dept. of Humanities and Languages, Ext. 285.
Three student organizations relocate Ridgeway offices

by John Edlebro

Three student organizations have moved their offices to new locations this semester. The Student Nurses Club moved to Room 111 Ridgeway, the Engineering Club moved to Room 114 Ridgeway, and the Psychology Club moved to Room 115 Ridgeway. The new offices provide more space and better lighting, according to club officers.

CBA starts peer counseling program

by John Edlebro

The College of Business Administration has established a peer counseling program for students. The program is called CBA's Peer Counseling Assistance (CPA), and it is designed to help students with academic and personal issues. The program offers confidential counseling services to students who need assistance with stress, time management, or other concerns.

Open meeting plan meets opposition

an article on page 13

Students and faculty members of the Department of Political Science have been discussing the proposal to change the format of the political science department meetings. The proposal is to have open meetings, where students and faculty members can attend and participate in discussions. However, some faculty members are opposed to the idea, citing concerns about the impact on the quality of the meetings and the need for more control over the content of the discussions. The debate continues.

Premedics and Prepharm: National MCAT Review Course

National DAT Review Course

Premedical and prepharm students can prepare for the MCAT and DAT exams in all sections of MCAT. 10 classroom hours. Practice tests available. Contact theMCAT Review at the listed locations for more information. Includes materials. $395.

MCAT review at Boston, Massachusetts and New Hampshire locations. DAT review at Boston University.
About our safety

It is true that our campus is not ideal for students who require a quiet environment for study. However, the noise level on campus can be managed in a way that is acceptable for most students. The administration has made efforts to reduce the noise level by implementing policies such as limited speaking hours in certain areas. Additionally, the campus has installed soundproofing materials to reduce noise transmission between buildings.

Proposal adopted

The proposal for the new health center, which is intended to improve the health and well-being of students, has been adopted by the administration. The center will offer comprehensive health services, including preventive care, mental health services, and counseling. The new health center will be equipped with the latest technology and will be staffed by experienced professionals.

Letters to the editor

It was recently reported that the Student Senate is planning to make some changes to the current system of electing student representatives. They are considering a new system that would allow for more direct input from the student body. This is an important step towards making our campus more inclusive and representative of all students.

Working together for our benefit

The newly formed joint committee involving the Student Government Association and the faculty is working towards the goal of enhancing the quality of education and improving the overall campus experience. The committee is composed of representatives from both the student and faculty bodies, and they are working together to address any issues and make recommendations for change. This is a positive development for our campus and is expected to bring about significant improvements.
Trip into Emerald Isle with a little blarney

By Tricia Holley

The idea that you will be able to spend your New Year's Eve in a Big Apple city and see the fireworks blast off at midnight, then wake up on the same side of the clock, is a little far-fetched. But there's a way to make it happen:

When you're in New York, a special performance of the Emerald Isle Fiddlers and the Harlem Globetrotters is being held at the Apollo Theater in Harlem. The fiddlers will be playing traditional Irish music, while the Globetrotters will be providing comic relief. If you're interested in attending, you can purchase tickets through the box office of the Apollo Theater. The event is scheduled for midnight, and you can expect to be entertained throughout the entire evening.

After the performance, you can celebrate the New Year with a special dinner at one of the city's best Irish pubs, where you can dance the night away and enjoy traditional Irish music and dance. If you're looking for a more relaxed evening, you can visit one of the many Irish restaurants in the city and enjoy a meal with friends and family. Whether you're looking for a lively atmosphere or a more laid-back evening, you can find something to suit your taste in New York City.

Green on St. Patty’s Day custom for Irish

By Lisa Martin

ST. PATRICK’S DAY is a day of revelry and celebration for the Irish, and it’s a day when St. Patrick’s Day is celebrated in style. Green is the color of choice for most Irish, and it’s a tradition that dates back to the 19th century. The color of Ireland and the shade of green that is associated with the holiday is a symbol of the Irish people’s pride in their heritage.

Wearing green on St. Patrick’s Day is a custom that is taken very seriously by the Irish, and it’s a way for them to show their support for their country and their culture. Green is the color of the shamrock, which is the symbol of Ireland, and it’s a symbol that is worn with pride on this day.

In addition to wearing green, there are many other ways in which the Irish celebrate St. Patrick’s Day. Many people attend parades and festivals, and they enjoy traditional Irish music and dance. There are also many Irish-themed movies and TV shows that are available for viewing on this day.

If you’re new to the Irish culture, you might be surprised to learn that St. Patrick’s Day is a day of celebration. It’s a day when the Irish come together to show their pride in their heritage, and it’s a day that is celebrated with great enthusiasm.

So if you’re planning to attend a St. Patrick’s Day celebration, be sure to wear green and show your support for the Irish culture. It’s a day that is filled with fun and laughter, and it’s a day that is enjoyed by people of all ages.
Finding gold at end of a rainbow or a bump on the head?

By Patricia Spain

It is almost 10 a.m. and my body is still groggy from the sleepless night. The sun is just beginning to brighten the room where I sit, lighting up the dust motes that漂浮在 air. I am trying to focus my drugged mind on the task at hand: finding gold at the end of a rainbow or a bump on the head.

The question I am asked is simple but profound. It has been on my mind for weeks, ever since the day my friend, the renowned archaeologist Dr. David Johnson, challenged me to solve the mystery.

Dr. Johnson is known for his extraordinary abilities in deciphering ancient texts and uncovering hidden treasures. He has solved countless riddles and puzzles, and his reputation precedes him. But even Dr. Johnson has been stumped by this one.

The puzzle involves a series of clues hidden in a series of ancient manuscripts. Each clue leads to the next, and the final clue supposedly leads to a precious gem or artifact.

As I struggle to make sense of the cryptic messages, I can't help but wonder if I am on the right track. Will I find the golden treasure or just another bump on the head?

SU and Afro museum's book collection unites races

By Patricia Spain

The SU and Afro museum's book collection is a testament to the power of art and culture to bring people together. The museum is home to a vast collection of books, ranging from ancient manuscripts to modern novels, all reflecting the diverse experiences of people from around the world.

The museum's collection is not just a collection of books; it is a reflection of the museum's mission to promote understanding and respect for all cultures. The books are organized by region, language, and theme, making it easy for visitors to explore the rich tapestry of human experience.

The museum's book collection is also a source of inspiration and knowledge. It is a place where people can come to learn about the history of people of color and the struggles they have faced. It is a place where people can come to learn about the beauty and creativity of people of color and the contributions they have made to the world.

I hope that the SU and Afro museum's book collection will continue to inspire and educate people for generations to come. It is a reminder of the importance of art and culture in bringing people together and in promoting understanding and respect for all races.
Who's unbeatable?  
Massacre's champ in IM hoop

by Jon Coughlin

The undefeated and unbeatable Massachusetts Minutemen are the mass murderers on the court.
They have not lost a single game this season and have a perfect record. This team is led by a
talented group of players, including the legendary Bob Massacre, who has scored over 1000
points in his career.

IM Tennis:  
Cyclists win

by Stephen DeFreeze

The Massachusetts Tennis team defeated the University of Maryland 5-2 on Saturday. The
win was a team effort, with each member contributing to the victory. The match was tough,
but the Massachusetts players were able to come out on top.

IM softball scheduled April 3, 4; deadline for entry March 30

by Candace Elizabeth Preziosi

The first game of the 1979 softball season is set for April 3. The Massachusetts softball
team is looking forward to a successful season and is working hard to prepare for the games.

The team has hired a new coach, and everyone is excited about the upcoming season.

Scheduling:

The Massachusetts softball team will play a total of 24 games this season, including 10
come-home games and 14 away games. The schedule is as follows:

- April 3: Home vs. University of Connecticut
- April 4: Home vs. Boston College
- April 10: Away vs. Northeastern University
- April 11: Away vs. Harvard University
- April 17: Home vs. Boston University
- April 18: Home vs. Harvard University
- April 24: Home vs. Northeastern University
- May 1: Away vs. University of Connecticut
- May 2: Away vs. Boston College
- May 8: Away vs. Northeastern University
- May 9: Away vs. Boston University
- May 15: Home vs. Harvard University
- May 16: Home vs. Northeastern University

The team will also participate in several tournaments throughout the season, including the
Massachusetts Invitational and the New England Championship.

Athletic Director Jim Nelson

The Massachusetts Athletic Department is looking forward to a successful season and
will be working hard to ensure the team has the best possible opportunity to succeed.

For more information or to register for the softball season, please contact the
Massachusetts Athletic Department at (413) 555-1234.
Little's a 1st team all-star, awaits all-star game

by Bob DeBella

Uttle's a 1st team all-star, awaits all-star game

Who will be crowned champ at Salt Lake? UCLA?

by Stephen DeLong

Well, for the next few days, the NCAA Division I softball tournament is now facing its final four teams. The final four teams, Texas, UCLA, USC, and Oregon State, are all ready to play.

The Texas Longhorns are one of the favorites to win the championship. They have a strong pitching staff, and their offense is consistently good. They have won the last two NCAA championships, and are looking to make it three in a row.

The UCLA Bruins have a powerful lineup and a strong pitching rotation. They are led by their all-star, Little, who is expected to be a key factor in their success.

The USC Trojans have a solid defense and a strong pitching staff. They are one of the few teams that can match up with UCLA in terms of overall talent.

The Oregon State Beavers have a strong pitching staff and a good defense. They are looking to make a statement in the tournament and prove their worth.

The NCAA softball tournament is set to begin on Friday, March 30, at 12 Noon. The final four teams will play their first games on Friday, with the winners advancing to the championship game on Sunday.

COED SOFTBALL

Posters are available at the Athletic Office. Deadline for entry is Friday, March 30, 1979, at 12 Noon.
Two sides of Charles Laquidara

by Jeff Pascoe

At the age of 28, Charles Laquidara is already a successful musician and singer with a unique style that has won him a dedicated following. His latest album, "Two Sides," has been widely praised for its innovative approach to traditional reggae music.

On one side of the coin, Charles is a soft-spoken, laid-back individual who enjoys spending time with his family and friends. He is known for his warm personality and his ability to make people feel comfortable around him.

On the other side of the coin, Charles is a fierce competitor and a driven artist who is constantly pushing the boundaries of what is possible in the world of music. He is driven by a deep passion for his craft and a desire to create music that resonates with people on a personal level.

Charles Laquidara's recent performance at the Boston Music Hall was a testament to his talent and his ability to connect with his audience. He sang with passion and emotion, and the crowd responded with a mixture of joy and excitement.

Tosh brings hot reggae to Boston

by David Biley

Tosh, a rising star in the world of reggae, has been making waves with his latest album, "Hot." The album features a mix of traditional and modern reggae styles, and it has been well-received by fans and critics alike.

Tosh is known for his powerful and energetic performances, and he has a strong connection with his audience. His recent show at the Boston Music Hall was a high-energy event that left the crowd in awe of his talent.

Tosh's music is a reflection of his rich cultural heritage and his love for the reggae genre. He is dedicated to keeping the spirit of reggae alive and well, and he is always looking for new ways to push the boundaries of the genre.

In conclusion, Charles Laquidara and Tosh are two artists who are truly dedicated to their craft. They are both talented musicians who are passionate about their music, and they are both setting high standards for the future of reggae music.
Close-up on producer of *Halloween*

By David Halley

A close-up of the producer of *Halloween* reveals a man with a serious expression. He is wearing a suit and tie, and his face is slightly creased, indicating concentration. The man is inside a studio, surrounded by equipment and production staff. The setting suggests a professional environment, typical of a film production. The man is likely the central figure in the production, responsible for overseeing the creative and logistical aspects of the film.

---

Fields exceptional in emotional ‘Norma Rae’

By Rosamund Richfield

A close-up of the cast of *Norma Rae* shows four women standing together. They are dressed in period costumes, indicative of the film's setting in the 1970s. Their expressions range from serious to determined, suggesting they are part of a group or movement. The women appear to be in a meeting or a speech, emphasizing their shared purpose and solidarity. The scene captures the essence of activism and empowerment, central themes in *Norma Rae*.
Polymer chemists searching for

by South School

Many chemists are eager to find new fields of research and new types of problems to solve. Polymer chemists, who have always been interested in the properties of various materials, often find themselves searching for new challenges. This is especially true when they are working with polymers that have unique characteristics or unusual properties. These chemists are constantly looking for new opportunities to expand their knowledge and improve their skills.

New Directions

Student Information Center
Florence Hall, 213:476
Just Want You To Know: JOB OPPORTUNITY AVAILABLE

We are pleased to announce that we have a new opportunity available at South School. The position is for a full-time Research Assistant in the Department of Chemistry. The successful candidate will have a Ph.D. in Chemistry and a strong background in polymer chemistry.

This is an excellent opportunity to work with some of the leading experts in the field of polymer chemistry and to contribute to important research projects. The salary is $35,000 per year, with benefits.

We encourage all qualified applicants to apply. Applications should be submitted by March 28, 1979.

Polymer chemists searching for

Philosopher's Stone

by South School

Philosophers have been searching for the Philosopher's Stone for centuries. This mythical stone was said to have the power to turn base metals into gold. It was believed that whoever found the stone would become wealthy and have the power to control the world.

Recently, a team of polymer chemists announced that they had discovered a new material that has properties similar to the Philosopher's Stone. This material, called PolyGOL (Polyethylene Gold), is capable of converting base metals into a form of gold. The team is currently working on ways to use this material to create a new form of currency.

Financial Aid Wants You To Know

We've started our next year's (F&M) Award Program. We can help you best bursar in paperwork (yourself) to appointment schedules will look like this until May 1, 1979.

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS

Applications are now being accepted for summer employment at Suffolk University's R.S. Friedman Cozens Bridgewater Laboratory. The following positions are open:

1. Lab Assistant
2. Maintenance Workers
3. Secretary
4. Computer

These positions are filled with the approval of the Financial Aid Office and applicants should have completed financial aid forms for 1979/80. Applications are available in the office of the biology department, Archer-40.
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY

Student Government Association

START THINKING ABOUT RUNNING FOR SGA
Elections will be in April for the 1980-81 Student Government Association. Petitions will be available later this month. Make the DECISION about being a DECISION-MAKER

MINI COURSE
We are very sorry for the postponed ski clinics due to the lack of winter. A day trip to Waterville Valley is being planned to make up some lost time.
All registered members of the ski clinic program as well as non-members are welcome. We'll be instructing snow.
You thought midterms were over?

by John Tyea

The finish line

Well, in most cases you call up your local

latest news of the town, and he tells you that

you've finally hit the end of the line. But what

about the folks who were in the last group of

students who've been there for a long time?

They're still in the game, aren't they? They're

still trying to keep up with the rest of the

class.

Keeping in touch with action at the homestead

by John Tyea

Although I don't have the time to write

about Suffolk's activities, I've been

watching how the students have been

acting in this last group of the year.

They've been doing a great job of

keeping up with the rest of the

class.
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